Latent infection can be established with drastically restricted transcription and replication of the HSV-1 genome.
Viral functions essential for the establishment of latent infection in murine sensory neurons in vivo were investigated by employing a herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) variant (KD6/B11) deleted for expression of the ICP4 gene and therefore unable to replicate. Since the viral DNA persisted in these cells, the latency-associated transcripts were expressed for prolonged periods of time, and the variant was biologically retrievable by superinfection with an ICP4-competent agent, we concluded that a latent infection had been established. In situ hybridization experiments designed to investigate gene expression during the acute phase of infection with the variant revealed a highly restricted pattern compared to that of the wild-type parent virus HSV-1 KOS(M). While latency-associated transcripts were detected in a large number of infected neurons, expression of other virus genes was limited to a subset of immediate-early and early genes (ICP0, ICP8, ICP27, and HSV-1 DNA polymerase genes). Expression was further limited to a small proportion of the infected neurons (approximately 1% of neurons expressing latency-associated transcripts). No hybridization was detected with probes specific for the viral TK gene and late genes VP5 and gC. Quantitative assays of viral DNA during the acute phase of infection indicated that the input viral DNA did not replicate. From these results we conclude that HSV-1 latent infection can be established in murine sensory neurons under conditions in which viral genetic expression and DNA replication are severely restricted.